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Learning ObjectiveLearning Objective

� What is a case?
� Why to use cases? � Why to use cases? 
� Selecting an appropriate case
� Involve course participants in case 

discussion
Enable participants to lead a case � Enable participants to lead a case 
discussion
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The Golden Sayings
� I never teach my pupils. I only attempt to provide the conditions in which they   

learn  

�� Let there be a paradigm shift from teaching to learning                 UNISCOLet there be a paradigm shift from teaching to learning                 UNISCO�� Let there be a paradigm shift from teaching to learning                 UNISCOLet there be a paradigm shift from teaching to learning                 UNISCO

� What I hear, I forget. What I see, I remember. What I do, I understand.                         

� The mediocre teacher tells.   The good teacher explains. 

� The superior teacher demonstrates.  The great teacher inspires.    � The superior teacher demonstrates.  The great teacher inspires.    

� Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day.

� Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.”                  Chinese Proverb

The Golden Sayings
I never teach my pupils. I only attempt to provide the conditions in which they   

Albert Einstein              

Let there be a paradigm shift from teaching to learning                 UNISCOLet there be a paradigm shift from teaching to learning                 UNISCOLet there be a paradigm shift from teaching to learning                 UNISCOLet there be a paradigm shift from teaching to learning                 UNISCO

What I hear, I forget. What I see, I remember. What I do, I understand.                         
Confucius  

The mediocre teacher tells.   The good teacher explains. 

The superior teacher demonstrates.  The great teacher inspires.    William Arthur The superior teacher demonstrates.  The great teacher inspires.    William Arthur 

Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day.

Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.”                  Chinese Proverb



What is a Case?What is a Case?
A case is “a story”, an account of an
significant issue, a decision or problem
the decision maker.

A case study presents a sampleA case study presents a sample
studied in detailed.

The case is a teaching document,
effective and stimulating manner where
shoes of that key actor and, after
solution to the problem. Afterwards,
happened” and gives some idea of
action or decision have been for theaction or decision have been for the
solution work and if not, why not? Often

What is a Case?What is a Case?
an event or a situation, commonly involving

problem that is narrated from the standpoint

of life in a slow motion, so that it mayof life in a slow motion, so that it may

designed to give an important lesson in
where the reader is invited to step into

after analysis of the case, offer his or her
Afterwards, the teacher usually reveals “what actually

of what the longer term consequences of
the person or organization concerned. Didthe person or organization concerned. Did
Often there is no “right” or “wrong” answer



Why Use Case Studies ?Why Use Case Studies ?
� Allow application of theoretical

� Encourage active learning.

� Mixture of art and skill� Mixture of art and skill

� Develop Critical Thinking

� Teaches analytical process thatis

� Help understand severalperspectives
at it, thinking about and acting in

� Dig beyond the obvioussymptoms
solvereal problemssolvereal problems

� Building tolerance for ambiguity

� Distributes knowledge andfacts

� Providing an opportunity for original

Why Use Case Studies ?Why Use Case Studies ?
Concepts to practice.

is perquisite to decision making

perspectivesto the problem, several ways oflooking
in a particular situation.

symptomsof trouble for information to diagnose

ambiguity and incompleteness

facts

original thought



Key Skills Developed Through Case Key Skills Developed Through Case 
StudiesStudies

�� Individual study skillsIndividual study skills

�� Group workingGroup working�� Group workingGroup working

�� Developing Shared Learning SkillsDeveloping Shared Learning Skills

�� Information gathering and analysisInformation gathering and analysis

�� Time managementTime management

�� Presentation skillsPresentation skills

�� Practical skills Practical skills –– Implementation of best solutionImplementation of best solution

�� Writing SkillsWriting Skills

Key Skills Developed Through Case Key Skills Developed Through Case 
StudiesStudies

Developing Shared Learning SkillsDeveloping Shared Learning Skills

Information gathering and analysisInformation gathering and analysis

Implementation of best solutionImplementation of best solution



InformationInformation Source Based Case Studies Source Based Case Studies 

1. 1. FactualFactual

� Provide wealth of KnowledgeProvide wealth of Knowledge� Provide wealth of KnowledgeProvide wealth of Knowledge

�� Give credibilityGive credibility

�� Provide real outcomesProvide real outcomes

2. Fictitious/Disguised2. Fictitious/Disguised

� Can focus on problemCan focus on problemCan focus on problemCan focus on problem

�� Most suitable for concept applicationMost suitable for concept application

�� Disguised by name, location, product, date etcDisguised by name, location, product, date etc

Source Based Case Studies Source Based Case Studies 
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Most suitable for concept applicationMost suitable for concept application

Disguised by name, location, product, date etcDisguised by name, location, product, date etc



Analysis Based Case StudiesAnalysis Based Case Studies

� Individual Case

� Spring Board� Spring Board

� Historical Case

� Cumulative Case

Analysis Based Case StudiesAnalysis Based Case Studies

Case Studies

Case StudiesCase Studies

Case Studies

Case Studies



Case Studies Based on Functional PurposeCase Studies Based on Functional Purpose

�� DescriptiveDescriptive CaseCase StudiesStudies

�� ExploratoryExploratory (or(or pilot)pilot) CaseCase�� ExploratoryExploratory (or(or pilot)pilot) CaseCase

�� ExplanatoryExplanatory

Case Studies Based on Functional PurposeCase Studies Based on Functional Purpose

StudiesStudies

CaseCase StudiesStudiesCaseCase StudiesStudies



Selecting the Right CaseSelecting the Right Case
� Strong teaching points

� Energizes the student andteacher

� Relevant to the learner, to manylearners

� Transformative--contains asurprising

� Dramatic: Deadlines, conflicts, opportunities,
into the case.

� Decision-oriented and action-driven

� Satisfy a pedagogical goal andstimulate

� Have a useful life, be relevant,� Have a useful life, be relevant,
situations.

� A case is not merely a report, itmust

� It includes as for as possiblereal

� It should fit logically into the course

Selecting the Right CaseSelecting the Right Case

teacher

learners. Start where the learner is.

surprising new insight, an “Aha!”

opportunities, and threats draw one quickly

driven: Great cases plead for action.

stimulate the reader.

relevant, add value and be transferable to otherrelevant, add value and be transferable to other

must have a passion.

real situation and events and real people

courseand address curriculumneeds



Preparing Teaching NotesPreparing Teaching Notes
� A teaching note, usually, but

the author of the case it
designed to give other
insights into the case andinsights into the case and
derived from it.

� It provides suggestions on
potential of the case.

� It is useful tool for instructors
classes since they present
to how class sessions mayto how class sessions may

� Teaching notes have writers’
available to instructors.

� Very often even strong cases
weak teaching notes.

� Case analysts need to make

Preparing Teaching NotesPreparing Teaching Notes
but not necessarily, produced by
it accompanies, is a document

potential instructors valuable
and the learning which can beand the learning which can be

on how to maximize the learning

instructors adopting cases in their
one or more ideal scenarios as
be structured .be structured .

writers’ copyright and exclusively

cases are accompanied by rather

make their own reaching notes



Main Contents of Case Teaching NotesMain Contents of Case Teaching Notes

� Summary of the case

� Teaching objectives and target audience

� Teaching Approach and strategy

� Analysis

� Additional Readings or references

Main Contents of Case Teaching NotesMain Contents of Case Teaching Notes

Teaching objectives and target audience

Teaching Approach and strategy

Additional Readings or references



Preparing Case  Discussion OutlinePreparing Case  Discussion Outline

Opening Paragraph

� Opening Para is the lens to

� It sets the scene for the confrontations,
the main conflicts.

� It identifies the protagonist

� The first two paragraphs,
point of view -the decision point/line

� Provide the context for the
purpose of organization, relevant
goal of the protagonist .

Preparing Case  Discussion OutlinePreparing Case  Discussion Outline

Opening Paragraph

to the case

confrontations, the frustrations, and

protagonist and other major players.

paragraphs, present-from the protagonist’s
point/line .

the situation, time frame, location,
relevant business factors, and



Body of the caseBody of the case

�� ResearchResearch thethe organizationorganization underunder
situation/eventsituation/event

�� IdentifyIdentify thethe essentialessential actors,actors, competitors,competitors,�� IdentifyIdentify thethe essentialessential actors,actors, competitors,competitors,
contextcontext..

�� IncludeInclude portionsportions ofof thethe protagonist’sprotagonist’s
situationsituation..

�� ConnectConnect toto thethe currentcurrent situation,situation,

DelveDelve deeplydeeply intointo thethe contextcontext�� DelveDelve deeplydeeply intointo thethe contextcontext
decisiondecision point,point, dilemmadilemma etcetc..

�� IncludeInclude thethe degreedegree ofof urgencyurgency
timelinetimeline forfor thethe decisiondecision toto bebe mademade

Body of the caseBody of the case

underunder considerationconsideration forfor backgroundbackground ofof

competitors,competitors, informationinformation etcetc.. IdentifyIdentifycompetitors,competitors, informationinformation etcetc.. IdentifyIdentify

protagonist’sprotagonist’s careercareer relevantrelevant toto thethe currentcurrent

situation,situation,

contextcontext andand possiblepossible consequencesconsequences ofofcontextcontext andand possiblepossible consequencesconsequences ofof

urgencyurgency involvedinvolved inin thethe decisiondecision--makingmaking oror
mademade..



Concluding ParagraphConcluding Paragraph
� The conclusion revisits the

paragraph. and should bring
in focus.

� It draw the reader’s attention
and briefly revisit the case study’sand briefly revisit the case study’s

� Include, one or more questions
making clear what the students
have to be made. Analyze the

� Identify alternatives available
section complex enough that
easy decision .easy decision .

� The problems are not told explicitly,
them, as in real life

� Leave the reader with a clear

Concluding ParagraphConcluding Paragraph
the problems presented in the opening

bring the teaching objectives of the case

attention back to the protagonist of the case,
study’s central narrative .study’s central narrative .

questions to motivate the discussion,
students have to do and what decisions

the decision point
available to the protagonist. Keep

that students should not come to

explicitly, but the students have to

clear picture of the major problems



Preparing for  Case DiscussionPreparing for  Case Discussion

� Select an enduring case
� Know the participants’ entry behaviour before � Know the participants’ entry behaviour before 

introducing the case
� Do not introduce the case method too early 

in the course
� Use simple cases in the beginning and 

complex ones towards the end of the coursecomplex ones towards the end of the course
� Frame appropriate questions for each phase 

of discussion

Preparing for  Case DiscussionPreparing for  Case Discussion

Select an enduring case
Know the participants’ entry behaviour before Know the participants’ entry behaviour before 
introducing the case
Do not introduce the case method too early 

Use simple cases in the beginning and 
complex ones towards the end of the coursecomplex ones towards the end of the course
Frame appropriate questions for each phase 



Questions for Case AnalysisQuestions for Case Analysis

� What is the case all about?
� Is there a problem at all?

What precisely is the problem?� What precisely is the problem?
� What has caused it?
� What are the main issues in the case and why are 

these important?
� Whose problem is this ?
� What precisely are his objectives?� What precisely are his objectives?
� What courses of action are available?
� How realistic is each of the available actions?
� What are their possible effects?

Questions for Case AnalysisQuestions for Case Analysis
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Is there a problem at all?
What precisely is the problem?What precisely is the problem?
What has caused it?
What are the main issues in the case and why are 

Whose problem is this ?
What precisely are his objectives?What precisely are his objectives?
What courses of action are available?
How realistic is each of the available actions?
What are their possible effects?



Case Teaching Approach and StrategyCase Teaching Approach and Strategy

� The case needs to be
basis initially .

� The individuals must
of 4-5 members .

� The group must discuss
common write -up needs

� Group leaders are
presentation of the write

� Discussion can ensue

Case Teaching Approach and StrategyCase Teaching Approach and Strategy

be solved on an individual

must get assigned to groups

discuss the case and a
needs to be prepared .

are expected to make
write -up.

ensue after each presentation .



Leading Case  Discussion  Leading Case  Discussion  
� Get off to a good start
� Prepare a well thought out opening question
� State general purpose of discussion
� Encourage participation by all participants

Control over talkative members� Control over talkative members
� Draw out the shy members
� Do not allow some members to monopolies
� Deal tactfully with irrelevant contributions
� Keep the discussion moving and on the subject
� Fact flinging phase is intended to provide particip ants practice in 

hunting for the data they need for thinking and que stioning
� Each contribution to the discussion to be reasoned arguments 

with supporting evidence from the case
� Summaries frequently
� Use supplementary teaching methods, if possible
� Do not simulate another teacher’s style or approach. 

Leading Case  Discussion  Leading Case  Discussion  

Prepare a well thought out opening question
State general purpose of discussion
Encourage participation by all participants
Control over talkative membersControl over talkative members

Do not allow some members to monopolies
Deal tactfully with irrelevant contributions
Keep the discussion moving and on the subject
Fact flinging phase is intended to provide particip ants practice in 
hunting for the data they need for thinking and que stioning
Each contribution to the discussion to be reasoned arguments 
with supporting evidence from the case

Use supplementary teaching methods, if possible
Do not simulate another teacher’s style or approach. 



4 Ps of Student Involvement in Case Discussion 4 Ps of Student Involvement in Case Discussion 

1    Preparation 

2     Presence 2     Presence 
3     Promptness 

4.    Participation 

� Have students accept and maintain ownership of the 
discussion.

� Avoid making a choice about the case decision, but Avoid making a choice about the case decision, but 
force each student to do so. 

� Discussion process is an action drives analysis 
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Avoid making a choice about the case decision, but Avoid making a choice about the case decision, but 
force each student to do so. 

Discussion process is an action drives analysis 



Case AnalysisCase Analysis
� Use as much dialogue

come alive with dialogue

� Allow as much analysis and� Allow as much analysis and

� Use questions of various

� Involve people playing
characters

� The problems are not told
to find them, as in real lifeto find them, as in real life

� Provide respect and protection
comment s

� Use humour carefully and

� Do not disclose teaching

Case AnalysisCase Analysis –– Some TipsSome Tips
as possible: Make the characters
.

and discussion as possibleand discussion as possible

various types for various purposes

playing roles of protagonists and other

told explicitly, but the students have
lifelife

protection to students and their

and constructively

notes to students



Seek Feedback on the CaseSeek Feedback on the Case
� The case should be tested
� Most of the students

correctly and be able to
organization could followorganization could follow
case.

� The case should be able
favor and against the alternatives
participants.

� The case should be suitable
group discussion .
The intra -group and inter� The intra -group and inter
and add a number of new

� The individual analysis
followed by intra-group
get maximum learning benefits

Seek Feedback on the CaseSeek Feedback on the Case
tested in the class.

should identify the problems
to develop alternatives that the

follow in a scenario depicted in thefollow in a scenario depicted in the

able to generate lot of arguments
alternatives suggested by individual

suitable for individual and small

inter -group analyses should be livelyinter -group analyses should be lively
new ideas.

analysis and discussions should
and inter-group discussions

benefits for the participants.




